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Abstract: In spite of the fact that teaching programming is obligatory in Hungarian public
ICT education, the low number of lessons accompanied by the lack of students’ knowledge
and interest marginalizes the topic. Research and experience show that even when working
with experienced teachers, students have a hard time mastering imperative and objectoriented programming languages. These languages usually approach problem-solving from
a mathematical perspective, with a minimal design IDE (Integrated Development
Environment) and output screen. As an alternative solution, schools and courses apply
various visual programming environments that make it possible to create colorful motivating
games and animations even in one lesson. In our research, we compared two visual
programming environments: Scratch (control group), developed for education, and
Construct 3 (experimental group), developed for game and software development.
We conducted measurement of the efficacy of the two environments for teaching
programming in two grade-8 groups. The students learned the topic by solving traditional
algorithmic tasks but taking advantage of the visual interfaces. The results, in accordance
with previous findings, show that in developing the students’ algorithmic skills there is no
difference between these visual programming languages. Furthermore, we found proof that
the selected teaching methods play a crucial role in the development of said skills of the
students.
Keywords: visual programming; algorithmic skills; Bebras; ICT education; programming
education; Construct 3; Scratch
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Introduction

The process of developing students’ computational thinking and algorithmic skills
is restricted to the programming topic of ICT (Information and Communications
Technology) education, according to the Hungarian Base Curricula [1] and Frame
Curricula [2]. The low number of lessons, the ambiguous requirements of the Frame
Curricula [3], and the outdated programming knowledge of ICT teachers
marginalize the programming topic. This not only means that programming receives
much less emphasis on the subject than was originally intended, but in several cases
the topic is completely ignored or the focus is strictly on the tools, such as Scratch
and robots instead of programming.
To teach programming in ICT education, several programming approaches and
environments are widely accepted. The modern object-oriented languages (for
example C++, C#, Python and Java) are present, but students can also encounter
procedural languages which are outdated and are rarely used in the industry (like
Pascal). Learning programming is difficult and challenging for beginners,
considering both the problem-solving aspect and the syntactical rules of these highlevel programming languages [3] [5] [6]. To make programming education more
effective and more easily understandable for students, several educational
programming languages (EPLs) have been introduced and have become widely
accepted in the meantime. These languages usually take a different approach to
create the code compared to text-based languages. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12].
However, despite these attempts, students at the end of their secondary education
do not possess the required level of algorithmic skills even for solving simple
problems [12].

2

Visual Programming

In visual programming, students use pre-defined graphical language elements to
construct the code of the program. This process emphasizes the building of
algorithms without the burden of syntactical rules. The widespread use of this
programming method in the industry is supported by several programming
environments and game engines alongside the text-based options [14] [15] [16].
The visual representation of codes and the rapid developmental experience make
visual programming languages compelling choices for the educational field, as well
[17] [18].
It is worth noting that the various visual languages are not compatible with each
other: a code created in one environment cannot be transferred directly to other
environments. Analyzing the visual programming languages present in education
and industry, we can define four categories based on their concepts [19] [20]:
–

behavior-based,
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–

event-action based,

–

block-based,

–

node-based.
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Scratch

The well-known Scratch, block-based visual programming environment is present
at all levels of ICT education [11] [21]. It is primarily designed for beginner
programmers, especially for students who could not imagine themselves as
programmers before working with Scratch [11]. The environment includes several
components designed for education (for example the ability to share projects or the
public availability of project source codes). Despite the fact that students find this
environment easy to use, several studies have encountered problems in terms of its
effectiveness. Testing grade-5 students in a primary school, Kalelioglu & Gülbahar
found that focusing on the spatial-visual aspect of Scratch did not increase problemsolving skills compared to traditional approaches [22]. Students tend to develop and
follow bad programming habits while working with Scratch. For example, they
include all blocks in a program code that might be needed or might be connected to
the problem, without analyzing the original problem and the tools available.
Additionally, students tend to over-deconstruct problems without logical coherence
between the elements [23]. It is also important to emphasize that Scratch does not
reinitialize variables upon re-executing a project. This leads to bad initialization
habits and makes knowledge-transfer to further programming environments more
difficult [24].

2.2

Construct 3

Our research group selected the HTML5 based general-purpose Construct 3
environment [25] which uses an implementation of the event-action-based and
behavior-based visual programming approaches. With Construct 3, students can
create simple 2D games and multimedia web applications quickly and easily.
Consequently, the environment fulfills all the requirements of teaching fundamental
programming concepts.
Construct 3 provides a complete graphical interface for creating projects. The users
work with objects that are placed on layouts representing how the application will
look visually on screen. These objects are pre-made elements that cover different
functionalities of a project (like displaying a sprite or playing a sound).
The environment includes various pre-programmed behaviors (for example
different movement algorithms) which can be attached to objects. For creating
custom logic, the users can use event-sheets to build up the visual code connecting
actions to events referencing the objects. Further details on the workflow of the
Construct environment are presented in our previous paper [19].
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Construct 3 is well-documented, which aids its integration into classes [26] [27]
[28] [29] [30]. To further support the education processes, the environment provides
an option, similarly to Scratch, to publicly share students’ work online. The free
version of the environment can only be used with limitations. However, the
capabilities of the free version are sufficient to teach programming in elementary
and secondary ICT education.

2.3

Helping Materials and Tasks

Similar to other topics in ICT education [31] [32] [33], programming is also exposed
to erroneous tasks, algorithms, and source codes that are built up without deeper
understanding or logic. In general, low-mathability approaches are applied in the
teaching-learning process, where the focus is on the tools instead of the problem
[34].
Even the environments designed for educational contexts are burdened with such
tasks. Figure 1 presents the source code of a Scratch task [34] which writes out the
numbers divisible by five in the range of 100-150. The source code is based on
several unusual solutions: for no apparent reason, the program only runs when the
user presses the “o” character, and it uses an infinite loop (forever command) to
write out the numbers which is only stopped by a separate if statement. This could
be interpreted as a do-while loop; however, the task description in [34] includes no
information on this knowledge item whatsoever.

Figure 1
An example task in the Scratch environment for writing outnumbers divisible by five in the range 100‒
150 [34] (left) The modified version of the original source code (right) (The source codes are the
English translation of the original Hungarian version)

We selected this task to highlight the erroneous problem-solving strategies present
in ICT education. Note that the task presented and the errors included in it do not
represent the whole world of ICT, as one can find educational materials and tasks
of outstanding quality, just as there are ICT teachers who are accurate and
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professional (expert teachers) Error! Reference source not found. [36]. In
general, we can conclude that it is time to rethink, correct, and transform ineffective
practices, and that this is in the interest of all parties involved in education.

2.4

Our Goals

In this paper, we present an analysis of the effectiveness of the Scratch and
Construct 3 environments’ development of students’ algorithmic skills. Our goal
was to examine how different visual programming approaches affect the
development of said skills by solving tasks with methods that focus on problemsolving – high mathability [38] – instead of on the graphical interfaces and visual
capabilities of the environments – low mathability [34] [38] [39] [41].

3
3.1

Applied Methods, Tools, and Strategies
Research Environment

We analyzed the effectiveness of the methods used in programming education in
two grade-8 groups in a local high school (experimental and control groups).
The students took part in the 6-year training program of the school and during their
previous education, they had not encountered the programming topic. Both groups
progressed and learned the knowledge items at the same pace. The experimental
group used Construct 3, while the control group learned with the Scratch
environment. During the teaching period, we aimed to minimalize the differences
between the two environments by developing customized tasks. Therefore, both
groups followed the same schedule and worked on the same tasks optimized for
their environment. The experimental group studied the topic for 18 lessons, while
the control group for 17 lessons, one lesson per week.

3.2

Applied Methods

The main roles of the first tasks were that the students could finish simple projects
and get feedback on their work, and additionally, learn the fundamentals of creating
projects in their environment. After the groups grasped the essence of the interface,
and it did not hinder the real problem-solving process, the complexity of the tasks
was increased.
To solve the tasks, the students were guided by the coaching method [42], based on
Pólya’s [42] concept-based problem-solving approach:
1) Presenting the task.
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2) Understanding the problem: Analyzing the complete task and
decomposing it into subtasks.
3) Setting the goal of the subtasks. Highlighting the input and output values
of the subtasks.
4) Building the algorithm.
5) Precoding in natural language: While following the structure of the visual
programming language, phrasing the conditions and statements required to
code.
6) Coding.
7) Testing: Running the code and discussing the outputs.
8) Debugging and correcting the errors.
9) Combining the subtasks: debugging, discussion, abstraction.
Note, that designing tasks for visual programming environments involves additional
factors that teachers must take into consideration. Besides the creation of the project
and the algorithms included in it, the visual design of the project also plays an
important role in the success of each task. During our work, besides minimalizing
the differences originating from the two environments, we also focused on avoiding
error prone approaches). The teaching of both the experimental and control groups
was carried out by the same teacher from our research group.
The problems, the students worked on were presented in visually engaging smaller
projects. At the beginning of these projects, the teacher presented the complete work
and started a discussion following the aforementioned approach. The projects were
then decomposed into smaller subtasks which the groups analyzed further, before
starting the development process. For example, in one of the projects the groups
created a game with randomly appearing targets and a sling that could shoot
projectiles. The students analyzed the problem both from the point of the required
objects and assets and from the point of the algorithms behind the behavior of these
elements. During the teaching period, the following projects were created:

3.3

–

crossing the street (simple movement, collision detection, handling
variables, outputting text referencing variables, and random number
generation),

–

target practice (handling user input, creating advanced logic),

–

UFO attack (exercise task).

Data Collection

We collected data in pre- and post-tests, using paper-based test sheets. The pre-test
was carried out before the first programming lesson to avoid affecting the prior
knowledge of the students. The post-test was administered during the lesson
following the last programming class.
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Table 1
The number of students in the experimental and control groups

number of students
pre-test
post-test
paired tests

experimental group
14
10
12
7

control group
14
13
13
12

Based on the Frame Curricula and the local curricula of the school, the
programming topic only appears in grade-8 and grade-10 classes. In the school year
of the measurement, only one grade-8 class was enrolled, and the class was divided
into two groups.
The low number of students in both groups made it possible to ensure a similar
progression in the topic (Table 1). The fluctuation in the number of students
(especially considering the paired tests in the experimental group) can be explained
by the students’ absences and various school activities.

3.4

Tests

To measure the algorithmic skills of the students, we composed a test that relies on
Bebras tasks [44] [45], making it independent of the programming environment.
We analyzed and selected the Bebras tasks we included to make them cover several
aspects of the algorithmic skills, requiring differing thinking processes and
strategies to solve. The selected tasks were not focused directly on the knowledge
items present in the problems solved. Instead, our goal was to measure the
algorithmic and problem-solving skills developed during the teaching-learning
period. It is important to note that we found differences between the original tasks
[46] and the Hungarian versions we used [44]. However, these differences are
minimal and have no effect on the skills measured. We changed several multiplechoice tasks to open-answer tasks so that students did not have predefined options
from which they could select one randomly if they could not solve the problem.
Following these conditions, the testing process included these altered tasks
(Appendix, section 0).

3.5

Analyzing the Data

To store the data collected with the tests, we created a database where the tasks were
decomposed into items. Due to the particularities of the tasks, the student answers
were on a narrow scale as several tasks required a character or number as the answer,
despite the open questions. Therefore, the decomposition of the students’ answers
into items was limited.
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Figure 2
The popularity task (2015-CA-01) [45] [46]

During the analysis of the data, we stored additional information on the students’
answers where the tasks justified it. The popularity task is an example of this, where
a frequently chosen answer was the character who seemingly has the most
connections (Figure 2).
In this case, we not only marked the answer incorrect but grouped it into a separate
category to make it possible to observe the differences in how students applied fastthinking [47]. Similarly, in the spherical robot task (Figure 3), we also separated
those answers which guided the ball into the goal with unnecessary instructions
from those that completed the task perfectly.

Figure 3
The spherical robot task (2016-JP-03) [44] [46]
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Analyzing the Effectiveness of Programming Tools

Table 1
The results (%) of the pre- and post-tests in the experimental (exp.) and control groups by task, along
with the p-values of the differences between the groups

Tasks
rotating puzzle
popularity
beaver code
party guests
hierarchy
spherical robot
deactivatin
concurrent directions
four errands
kix code
blossom
total

Pre-test
exp.
control
90.00
69.23
70.00
38.46
100.00
100.00
70.00
63.08
80.00
84.62
50.00
76.92
80.00
23.08
80.00
53.85
65.00
84.62
22.50
42.31
46.00
81.54
59.61

65.97

p
0.226
0.030
0.718
0.784
0.195
0.005
0.197
0.254
0.292
0.074
0.429

Post-test
exp.
control
83.33
84.62
70.83
53.85
100.00
100.00
83.33
87.69
91.67
100.00
91.67
84.62
66.67
69.26
91.67
86.92
100.00
86.54
89.58
65.38
91.67
98.46
88.46

83.13

p
0.934
0.059
0.752
0.339
0.606
0.896
0.329
0.047
0.130
0.413
0.396

To measure the effectiveness of the two programming interfaces (experimental
group: Construct 3, control group: Scratch) in developing the algorithmic skills of
students, we analyzed the results of the pre- and post-tests (Table 1). At this step of
the research, we included the results of all students, regardless of whether they were
present at both the pre- and the post-tests. For analyzing the data and the difference
between the groups, we used the SPSS software package [48].
Considering the results of the pre-test, both groups provided a high proportion of
correct answers. This meant that no significant differences could be found between
the experimental and control groups (p = 0.429), except for two tasks: popularity
(p = 0.030) and deactivatin (p = 0.005).
Popularity: The experimental group completed the task more successfully, with
70%, while the control group achieved 38.46%. A high proportion of students
marked the incorrect option, i.e. “Gila”, who has the most direct connections.
This implies that they answered the task by relying on their first impression without
further analyzing the problem in hyper-attention mode [49] [50] (Figure 2).
Deactivatin: Students giving incorrect answers mostly marked jars D or E, which
can be explained by a shallow interpretation of the task, again applying the hyperattention mode [49] [50] (Figure 4).
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Figure 4
The deactivatin task (2016-HU-06) [44] [46]

Considering the results of the post-test, the groups completed the test with similar
rates of success, without significant differences (p = 0.396). Analyzing the tasks,
only the four errands task shows a significant difference between the experimental
and control groups (p = 0.047).
Examining the results of both the pre- and post-tests, both groups show significant
development in the topic (experimental group: p = 0.002; control group: p = 0.022).
Furthermore, in the post-test the experimental and control groups showed no
significant difference in solving the Bebras tasks [44] [46]. This allows us to
conclude that the development of the students’ algorithmic skills is independent of
the visual programming environment.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented research on how an algorithm-driven teaching method
in different visual programming environments and languages develops the students’
algorithmic skills, and what differences can be observed between the groups.
The sample included two grade-8 student groups who studied the programming
topic at a similar pace. The experimental group studied with Construct 3, while the
control group with Scratch. Both groups had the same teacher and worked on the
same programming problems using a concept-based [42], coaching method [42].
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The data collection was carried out applying printed test sheets composed of Bebras
tasks. Considering the analysis of the data (Table 1) both groups completed both
tests at similar levels, without significant differences.
Based on the results, the Construct 3 environment created for software production
does not develop the students’ algorithmic skills more effectively than the Scratch
environment designed for educational purposes. However, both environments
develop the algorithmic skills of students significantly when the tasks focus on
problem-solving, instead of on the graphical, drawing functions of the programs.
The results show that while the used software environment does not have an effect
on the development of the students’ algorithmic skills, the method and/or the
teaching approach applied to Error! Reference source not found..
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